10-15-1948

Roundup, October 15

Associated Students of Boise Junior College
In 1948, Jean Nelson, Rexene Sproat, Ralph Nom', Byron Erstad, Keith Higginson and the De Anunciation Post, OISE TRIMS WEBER 12-0
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LET'S COOPERATE

Every BJC student should be proud of his campus. It is out of line for some in the state and the appearance should show it as such.

Everyone knows the appearance of the grounds is essential and we should all be proud of the grounds, but the paper and trash that careless students toss around are a menace on the whole face of the campus. Let's do something about it. There are plenty of places to put old paper and trash, so let's use them and keep the appearance of our college in the top-notch bracket.

We extend congratulations and thanks to the custodians of BJC for the wonderful job they are doing in keeping the lawns and buildings in such fine condition.

Charles Brown, superintendent in charge of maintenance, has 11 people working under him. C. Duncan is in charge of keeping our shrubs up. One of the projects he is planning this year, he says, is to set out several climbing roses along the fence south of the buildings. D. Grout has the responsibility of keeping the automatic order in working condition. C. Wagner is in charge of C. W. Cox dead-coring off caring for the buildings. Mrs. Harb, the only woman on the staff, keeps the general office and the ladies lounge and rest rooms clean.

In appearance of the Union and Jesse L. Gillman is responsible for the administration of J. Stanton and C. Scott are shifted around to various jobs, as they are needed. There are two students on the staff—John Jones and Reed Lyons who are in what classes permit in doing whatever Brown sees fit for them to do.

A project the custodial force hopes to accomplish this year is the removal of the fence along the highway.

So, we repeat, let's cooperate.

MUSICIANS WANTED

Many of you who have attended our football games have noticed that very terrific pep band we have. However, John H. Better, head music director, has been told by the music department that we need quite a few more musicians. What do you say you guys and gals that root the Boise—let's blow for BJC!

We need help from a few players. What he needs now is some of that volume. Whether anybody mentions it or not we are all a little Rose Bowl conscious. It wouldn't be likely? Not very many.
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MORE SCHOOL SPIRIT

At last Friday's football game, the students showed by their attendance, shrieks, cheers, and whatever that school spirit is definitely gathering momentum here at BJC.

This is an encouraging sign and is surely the type of thing that we want to see more and more.

This was definite proof that the students are behind the team, and no doubt gave the boys added impetus to really come through to win.

The pep committee deserves a special pat for its efforts and especially for the halftime skit which added variety to the program.

FOR WOMEN ONLY

How many girls attended the last Associated Women's assembly? Not very many.

The Associated Women's organization should be the responsibility of each and every girl on the campus. The assemblies held for women are for entertainment and to acquaint the girls with one another. So go girls, "Let's get associ-
Former Filipino Guerrilla First Aider Enrolled for Classes at Junior College

BJC has an interesting foreign student this year in the person of Miss Praxedis Voloso, a former guerrilla first-aider and student from the province of Samar of the Philippines. Miss Voloso, a petite dark-haired girl, is a graduate of a normal school in Manila.

"Samar is the third largest island of more than 7000 that go to make up the Philippines. We also have more than 7000 languages and it is difficult to translate any Filipino into English. But almost all of the activities that were taken up last year are to be continued about it. However with the new" (sic) limits, no one seems to know about it. However with the "new" look coming into the picture, too, not to be attended, also has acquired that look.

The new organ, a two-manual instrument, would be taxed to its limits by the large demands in teaching and practice that will be placed upon it.

This year's officers in the Red Cross outline for BJC are Mrs. Dorothy M. Hall, president; Kay Larson, vice president; Catherine Lin, secretary, and Mickey McCarthy, treasurer.

College Installs Electric Organ

A new Baldwin electric organ has been installed at Boise Junior college, thereby eliminating the necessity for college students to receive instruction in the practice of the organ. The new organ, a two-manual instrument, has a 25-foot pedal board and a single expression pedal, is similar to a two manual pipe organ. It can be used, and is a practical instrument for those who have the time and money for the pipe organ. It can be used, and is a practical instrument. It can be used, and is a practical instrument for those who have the time and money for the pipe organ.

For the benefit of a brilliant orange and blue paint job. The old bus is the name of the college. The club at BJC cooperated by collecting the large sums served this year at the college of the Philippines, "You Started Something," and "Five Top Hits."

SWSF Activities Provide Students With Relief Work

Through the S.W.S.F., the letters stand for World Student Service Relief, the students of BJC are getting the opportunity to help needy students all over the world. The purpose is to help build the financial and moral stability of mankind and of peoples through the old green by food, books, and medical aid sent to students who need this aid. The new organ, a two-manual instrument, was the largest ever to exist.

Almost all of the activities that were taken up last year are to be continued about it. However with the "new" look coming into the picture, too, not to be attended, also has acquired that look. The first step toward the ultimate goal of the solid foundation so necessary for World Student Service Relief, the students of BJC are getting the opportunity to help needy students all over the world. The purpose is to help build the financial and moral stability of mankind and of peoples through the old green by food, books, and medical aid sent to students who need this aid. The new organ, a two-manual instrument, was the largest ever to exist.

AlMOST ALL OF THE ACTIVITIES OF THE Red Cross will be managed by the BJC student council. The student council is in charge of the supply of the Red Cross.

For the benefit of a brilliant orange and blue paint job. The old bus is the name of the college. The club at BJC cooperated by collecting the large sums served this year at the college of the Philippines, "You Started Something," and "Five Top Hits."
Involving Vandal
Babes Reported
Tough Customers

Unsettled and uneasy are the fans who have watched Boise State college football during the last week of the junior college season. The Broncos have lost three of their last four games, including a 6-0 loss to Idaho State on Saturday night.

Coach Lyle Smith-an Idaho "old pro" who doesn't want any part of being orginated-plans to put his charges through three or four grueling scrimmage sessions next week and will concentrate on a defense against the hammers head for Boise State.

The Broncos have featured appearance of many of the flashy young men who performed heroically in the annual all-star prep game.

Last year, in a tough and tumble affair, the Broncos came up smiling with a 15-7 win. Baby Vandals will be out for revenge.

**Broncos Do It Again**

(Continued from Page One)

A COUPLE OF BRONCOS expected so much from the University of Idaho freshman. And that was one of the reasons we won the game, Boise's halfback, Frisch explained.

The game began with a battle between the two teams. The Boise coach and rougher BJC forward wall finally slipped through the visitors, several of whom were in the press box. Misplays and fumbles marked the second quarter of the game.

** Broncs Edge Utah State Fresh 13-7**

After Tough Game

Boise junior college Broncos lost Friday night's 13-7 victory over the Idaho State University football team.

The game ended with a fumble, allowing the visitors to score on the 12-yard line. Then Ed Troxel, the extra point, and a successful conversion.

**Hunting Accident Near Boise Fatal To Larry Burton**

Larry Burton, 20-year-old Idaho college freshman, was killed instantly when he was struck by a car on the 850-yard marker.

**VA Field Office Review Request For GI Training**

Veterans Administration Medical Review

It has been reported that the VA office here has received several complaints about the training program.

The VA is appraising the situation and considering necessary action in connection with present or future business or occupations.

Recently enacted legislation authorizes VA to determine if the information collected is sufficient or if additional information is necessary.

Under the law, if the service of an individual has been terminated, your request for information must be made within 30 days of the date of the death.

The 60-day request review period has been extended to 90 days because VA believes that the information is necessary to determine if a person's death was due to service.
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